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Note:  These include intra and inter port transits and 
represent movements of all participating vessels 
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25 Sep 14 Location:  Pt. Beals (Vashon Island) 
Involved Parties:  113 FOOT YACHT  
Issue:  Anchor dragging, Watch inattention 
Actions Taken:  Subject yacht was anchored in Beal Cove and observed on AIS/radar making .7 knots and 
entering the southbound traffic lane.   Attempts to contact on channels 13, 14, & 16 unsuccessful.  Nearby 
traffic was advised of the situation.  Another vessel was successful in contacting the subject vessel and 
advising her that they were dragging anchor into the traffic lane.   Subject vessel acknowledged that fact and 
that they would take care of the situation.  VTS operator contacted the vessel and educated them on VTS 
requirements and importance of maintaining an adequate anchor watch.  Vessel proceeded to Beal Cove and 
re-anchored. 
Further action/Comments:  No further action. 
 

7 Oct 14 Location:  Elliot Bay 
Involved Parties:  85 FOOT TUG WITH BARGE ALONGSIDE  
Issue:  Dangerous Occurrence, Contravention of COLREGS  
Actions Taken:  Subject vessel attempted to moor a barge in the west waterway but was prevented from doing 
so by tribal gillnets.  Vessel attempted to contact the tribe’s 24x7 hotline without success.  VTS also attempted 
to contact the 24x7 hotline as well as the tribe’s Chief Enforcement Officer - left voice mails.  Master became 
impatient with perceived lack of action becoming very agitated and proceeded to Elliot Bay “threading the 
needle” of both an inbound and outbound ferries in very limited visibility crossing the  bow of both.  Also 
inbound for the East Waterway along the Seattle waterfront was an 1100 foot, 100K DWT fully loaded 
container ship.  When queried by one the ferries and the container ship as to her intentions, the subject tug 
replied something to the effect that they were “… on the phone with the Seattle Times, we’re kind of blocking 
a bunch of stuff because I’m really tired of the fish nets that are in the way that we can’t park and nobody will 
move them so we’re being civilly disobedient.”  The subject tug made several north/south loops across the 
ferry lanes.  VTS issue a VTS Measure to the vessel directing them to not impede ferry traffic.  Coast Guard 
Station Seattle sortied a small boat to ensure vessel did not endanger or impede other traffic. 
Further action/Comments:  Coast Guard Sector Puget Sound is investigating the master’s actions with possible 
licensure actions pending. 

 
10 Oct 14 Location:  Port Angeles Rotary 

Involved Parties:  910 FOOT 69K DWT CONTAINER SHIP AND A CANADIAN FISHING VESSEL 
(OTHER DETAILS UNKNOWN)  
Issue:  Dangerous Occurrence, VTS Regulations violation, VTS Intervention 
Actions Taken:  Fishing vessel eastbound south of the traffic lanes approaching PA rotary.  Container ship was 
southbound from Victoria pilot station for PA pilot station.  Fishing vessel altered course to port towards the 
inbound traffic lanes to the Victoria pilot station placing the vessels on a collision course.  Attempts to contact 
the fishing vessel on channels 13 and 5A were unsuccessful.  Visibility was a quarter of a mile.  VTS directed 
the container ship to alter course to starboard.  Fishing vessel contacted Victoria Traffic who directed them to 
contact Seattle Traffic.  When communications were established, VTS directed the fishing vessel to alter 
course to starboard.   
Further action/Comments:  CPA approximately 700 yards .  This incident will be reviewed by the Cooperative 
CVTS Procedures Committee. 
 

23 Oct 14 Location:  Budd Inlet 
Involved Parties:  665 FOOT 51K DWT DECK CARGO SHIP 
Issue:  Equipment Issue, Navigational Safety Concern  
Actions Taken:  Subject vessel was observed making an early turn into Budd Inlet and then turn past the 
course into the Inlet.  Vessel slowed to dead slow ahead.  Vessel then backed out, circled around, and re-
entered Budd Inlet.  Vessel reported that initial rudder to steady on inbound course was ineffective and 65 
degree rudder and bow thruster was required to stop the swing before backing out.  Pilot’s Report of Marine 
Safety Occurrence indicated pilot’s opinion that the proximate cause of the incident was a stalled rudder.  Pilot 
reported that steering had been satisfactorily tested previously. 
Further action/Comments:  A Pilot’s Report of Marine Safety Occurrence was filed and will likely be 
investigated by the Pilotage Commission.  No further action. 

 



23 Oct 14 Location:  Vicinity of Apple Cove Point 
Involved Parties:  58 FOOT FISHING VESSEL AND 955 FOOT 68K CONTAINER SHIP 
Issue:  Navigational Safety Incident, VTS Intervention 
Actions Taken:  Subject vessel was southbound in the traffic lanes north of Apple Cove Point when it was 
observed to suddenly alter course to port appearing to cross traffic lanes in front of the north bound container 
ship.  VTS operator immediately requested the fishing vessel to alter course to the west.  Fishing vessel 
reported they had lost auto steering.  VTS operator advised container ship of the situation and requested they 
steer more to the east to avoid the fishing vessel.  Fishing vessel regained control of steering in manual mode 
and altered course to the west averting any further danger.   
Further action/Comments:  Fishing vessel reported they fixed the auto steering.  VTS advised they remain on 
manual steering until moored. 
 

25 Oct 14 Location:  Elliot Bay 
Involved Parties:  730 FOOT 77K DWT BULK CARRIER 
Issue:  Anchor dragging  
Actions Taken:    Subject vessel was anchored in the eastern portion of the Smith Cove West anchorage 
grounds off the Elliot Bay Marina breakwater.  Subject vessel began dragging anchor in sustained 45 knot 
winds gusting to 55 knots.  Master felt uncomfortable just maintaining position with engines awaiting a pilot 
and weighed anchor (with VTS concurrence) and proceeded to the middle of Elliot Bay to await the pilot.  
VTS juggled anchorage reservations to free up Elliot Bay East anchorage grounds where subject vessel was re-
anchored. 
Further action/Comments:  VTS continues to discourage use of Smith Cove West anchorage grounds when 
high winds are expected.  VTS will review processes of whether to move vessels at anchor when higher winds 
are forecast. 
 

28 Oct 14 Location:  Manchester 
Involved Parties:  680 FOOT USNS CARGO REPLENSHMENT SHIP 
Issue:  Violation of VTS regulations  
Actions Taken:    Subject vessel departed Manchester without making the required pre-call or departure call.  
Vessel was not monitoring either channel 13 or 14.  Vessel did not acknowledge another naval unit’s call to 
make passing arrangements.  Communications were eventually established (unknown how).  Vessel was not 
broadcasting AIS and was requested to do so. 
Further action/Comments:  VTS operator educated subject vessel on VTS requirements for pre-call, radio 
monitoring, and making passing arrangements.  VTS Director will be contacting Military Sealift Command 
(MSC) to discussion the situation and VTS regulations in general. 
 

28 Oct 14 Location:  Vicinity of West Point 
Involved Parties:  71 FOOT TUG WITH BARGE 
Issue:  Navigational Safety Incident, Contravention of COLREGS 
Actions Taken:    Subject vessel was observed departing the traffic lanes and passing buoy SG on the wrong 
side in front of another tug and tow and bulk carrier.  Vessel was directed to pass the buoy on the correct side 
and make proper passing arrangement with opposing traffic. 
Further action/Comments:  In addition to the above direction, the master was verbally educated on the 
importance of following the COLREGS and VTS regulations.  No further action. 
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